...a world of digital possibilities

Available on any device, on any platform, at any time 24/7. GeoWorld is supported by a wide spectrum of digital activities and resources.

This amazing support includes:
- a markbook, allowing students to join a virtual class and foster teamwork and collaboration
- up-to-date weblinks for quick and easy access to information
- auto-marking diagnostic quizzes
- up-to-date weblinks for quick and easy access to information
- a markbook, allowing students to join a virtual class and foster teamwork and collaboration

Digital only resources are also available.

Available now:
- GeoWorld 7
- GeoWorld 8
- GeoWorld 9
- GeoWorld 10

GeoWorld 7
Unit 1: Water in the World
1. Water Use and Sustainability
2. Valuing Water
3. The Blue Planet
4. Managing Water Sustainability
5. Earth’s Water
6. Human Actions
7. Hydrologic Hazards and Responses
8. Economic and Environmental Factors
9. Managing Water Sustainability
10. Remote Setlements
11. Economic and Environmental Factors
12. Managing Water Sustainability

GeoWorld 8
Unit 1: Landforms and Landscapes
1. Geomorphic Landscapes and
2. Human-Induced Environmental Change
3. Geomorphic Processes
4. Coastal Environments
5. Inland Water and Management
6. Land Degradation and Management
7. Urban Environments and Management
8. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
9. Australia and USA
10. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
11. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
12. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences

GeoWorld 9
Unit 1: Biomes and Food Security
1. Human-Induced Environmental Change
2. Human-Induced Environmental Change
3. Human-Induced Environmental Change
4. Human-Induced Environmental Change
5. Human-Induced Environmental Change
6. Human-Induced Environmental Change
7. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
8. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
9. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
10. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
11. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
12. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences

GeoWorld 10
Unit 1: Environmental Change and
1. Human-Induced Environmental Change
2. Human-Induced Environmental Change
3. Human-Induced Environmental Change
4. Human-Induced Environmental Change
5. Human-Induced Environmental Change
6. Human-Induced Environmental Change
7. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
8. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
9. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
10. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
11. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences
12. Urbanisation – Causes, Consequences

GeoWorld 7
Available now
- GeoWorld 7 Digital only
- GeoWorld 7 Print & Digital
- GeoWorld 7 Teacher Edition
- GeoWorld 8 Digital only
- GeoWorld 8 Print & Digital
- GeoWorld 8 Teacher Edition
- GeoWorld 9 Digital only
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- GeoWorld 10 Digital only
- GeoWorld 10 Print & Digital
- GeoWorld 10 Teacher Edition
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Series editor: Susan Bliss

A world of learning about people, places and environments

Specifically written for the Australian Curriculum: Geography.

The fresh approach to study in GeoWorld will equip students with geographical skills and general capabilities that can be applied in daily life and at work.

These energetic texts focus on 7 key concepts stipulated in the curriculum.

Inquiry-based activities assist students develop an appreciation of different perspectives in geographical knowledge, an understanding of ethical research principles, experience in teamwork, and critical and creative thinking.

The student-centred content is embedded with cross-curriculum priorities throughout, and is well supported by a wealth of engaging resources that provide a sense of place.

Features:
- powerful images and succinct introductions hook students’ attention
- activities to extend or support individual students
- the latest geographical data and issues
- easy-to-use double-page spreads with vivid images, maps and creative info-graphics.

Comprehensive print and digital support for teachers includes:
- ready-to-go lesson plans
- activities to extend or support individual students
- hands-on projects to spark motivation
- suggested answers
- fieldwork activities
- marking rubrics
- editable teaching program.
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Components

Print & Digital Student Resources

Digital only
Student Resources

Print & Digital Teacher Support

Teacher Support

Comprehensive print and digital support for teachers includes:
- ready-to-go lesson plans
- activities to extend or support individual students
- hands-on projects to spark motivation
- suggested answers
- fieldwork activities
- marking rubrics
- editable teaching program.
Humans produce 20 times more plastic than 50 years ago. Asia accounts for 30% of the global consumption followed by North America (26%) and Western Europe (23%). Plastic degrades slowly in landfills, but on the other hand it does not melt when burned so it requires less oil and emits less CO2. Some plastics are biodegradable and break down upon exposure to water, sunlight, bacteria or algae.

Australians consume 4.5 billion plastic bags each year. Biodegradable plastic bags and paper bags are alternatives to plastic bags but have other environmental problems. The Say-No-to-Plastic Bag campaign contributed to a 45% reduction in plastic bags provided by supermarkets over the past few years.

### GeoInfo

*Enough plastic bags are produced every year to circle the planet four times.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipal Waste</th>
<th>Compostable Plastic</th>
<th>Recyclable Bag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper bag</td>
<td>1.28 kg</td>
<td>4.74 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1204 gallons</td>
<td>672 gallons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>646 MJ</td>
<td>325 MJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest fuels</td>
<td>312 MJ</td>
<td>146 MJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* MJ: a unit of energy.

### Geoactivities 1.12

**Knowledge and understanding**
1. Explain how plastic ends up in the ocean—an important water resource.
2. List the advantages and disadvantages of plastic.
3. Describe the links between water and plastic.
4. Discuss how individuals, retailers, and companies could reduce the use of plastic and as a result conserve water.

**Inquiry and skills**
5. List the top five marine debris items.
6. Refer to 1.12.1.
   - What is the latitude and longitude of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch?
   - Why is it hard to find the exact location of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch?
   - How large is the patch?
   - What is the source of the debris?
   - How long does a disposable diaper (nappy) take to photo degrade?

7. What are the impacts of plastic on marine and bird species?
8. Why are ocean patches difficult to clean?
9. Refer to 1.12.2.
10. What are the advantages of plastic bags over paper bags and vice versa?
11. What are the advantages of recyclable bags over paper and plastic bags?
12. Compostable bags sound environmentally friendly as they self destruct after a few months. Explain their problems.
13. Inquiry task: Research how many plastic bags you use in your home over a week. Report the statistics back to the class. Collate class statistics. Analyze the results. Suggest solutions to reduce their use.
14. ICT: View satellite imagery showing ocean deserts online. What is meant by an ‘ocean desert’ and how does it impact on other environmental resources?
15. Research the organisation Save the Plastic Bag on the internet. What is its aim and how effective is its campaign?

**Comprehensive print and digital support for teachers includes:**
- ready-to-go lesson plans
- activities to extend or support individual students
- hands-on projects to spark motivation
- suggested answers
- fieldwork activities
- marking rubrics
- editable teaching program.
...a world of digital possibilities

Available on any device, on any platform, at any time 24/7, GeoWorld is supported by a wide spectrum of digital activities and resources.

Each GeoWorld student book comes with 15 months access to an interactive digital version of the text and powerful digital support. Digital only resources are also available.

This amazing support includes:

- a markbook, allowing students to join a virtual class and foster teamwork and collaboration
- up-to-date weblinks for quick and easy access to information
- auto-marking diagnostic quizzes
- interactive crossovers
- weblinks to animations and learning resources.
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